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Vermeer GB812 AXIS
LASER GUIDED MICRO-TUNNELLING
SYSTEM with VACUUM SPOIL
REMOVAL

Introduction
• Pit-launched, laser-guided boring machine
designed to complete 250mm to 500mm
diameter precise alignment or on grade
pipe installations.

AXIS Components
250 Hp Vacuum Power Pack
3400 CFM Liquid Ring
Vacuum Pump
7,571 L Spoil Tank

140 Hp Hydraulic Power Pack
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AXIS Components

Components
Drill Head / Steering
Side: Raised

Drill Casing
304mm X 2m

Drill Rack
20 ton

Top: Right
Drill Head

Top: Centered

315mm X 2m

Tooling
Clay and mixed
ground

Rock

Pullback / cutter assembly

Melbourne, Victoria, Australia Site Visit
Several kilometers of 375mm OD GRP
(Glassfiber Reinforced Plastic pipe for
wastewater disposal
30 meters from launch pit to exit pit, but
AXIS is designed for bores up to about 120
meters.
Next day they would turn the unit around
and launch from the same launch pit and
go 90 meters in the opposite direction
Even though there were no above ground
obstacles on this particular site, the
contractor found it cheaper per meter and
more accurate to utilize the AXIS system
than to open trench with excavators
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Launch Shaft

First, two shafts are dug; one at each
end of the bore path. One serves as
the launch shaft and the other as the
receiving shaft.

This shaft was 2m X 3.6m but the
contractor generally likes it at 2m x 4m if
possible
6m deep launch shaft with 1m deeper
pump shaft in top left corner of photo
De-watering site is very important for
accuracy of bore and general speed and
success of the project

Preparing the Launch Shaft
Gravel base for water management and
easy leveling

The pipe laser is set in the launch
shaft to the line and grade the project
requires.

AXIS employs a coring method of drilling
so the launch shaft does not require extra
shoring or re-enforced sides to hold
jacking forces. No special pods or extra
shaft construction required
Only safety shoring is required, which
saves the contractor money
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The leveling frame is lowered into the
launch pit and set to the laser line.
Then the drill rack is locked into the
frame.

The drill head contains the steering
mechanism, as well as the camera,
which sends the target image to the
operator console.
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With the camera viewing the laser
beam on the target, the operator can
accurately monitor the target line and
grade and make adjustments if the
drill head moves off course.

At the front of the drill head, the
cutter bit rotates to cut through the
soil. The displaced soil is removed by
vacuum through the drill head and
subsequent drill casing, and deposited
in a vacuum tank.

After the drill head is bored in, it is
uncoupled from the carriage
assembly. The carriage assembly
retracts to its most rear position to
allow for additional casing to be
added.

Rotation and thrust from the
carriage assembly resumes as the
first drill casing is pushed through
the hole. This process is repeated
with numerous sections of drill
casing until the drill head reaches
the exit pit.

6 minute cycle time for one 2m length
drill Stem!
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Exit shaft getting ready to receive drill head

Drill head arrives on target and is removed

Pulling 375mm OD GRP Jacking Pipe
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The drill head is then replaced
with a pullback head. The product
pipe is attached and pulled back
through the bore.

6.5 minute cycle time pulling GRP Pipe!

Piloting With AXIS For Auger
Or:
The product pipe can be installed
using the pipe jacking method.

• Multiple pilot shots completed with
the AXIS system to support 914mm to
1300mm Auger upsizing applications.

Once pilot shot is complete the
AXIS rack is removed with the Auger
following the AXIS drill casing with a
centralizer.
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Summary
• Precision system for on-grade accuracy with
minimal impact to existing utilities
• Clean, trenchless jobsites with minimal traffic
disruption
• Displaces the minimum amount of soil, reducing
dump truck traffic to and from the site
• The project dictates the product pipe selected,
not the method of installation
• Environmentally-friendly

THANK YOU!

Vermeer Corporation reserves the right to make changes in engineering, design, and specifications;
add improvements; or discontinue manufacturing at any time without notice or obligation.

VERMEER, VERMEER LOGO, and AXIS are registered trademarks of Vermeer Manufacturing
Company in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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